
S&P downgrades 
Lebanon bonds 
to default 
WASHINGTON: Credit ratings agency S&P on
Friday downgraded more Lebanese government
debt issues after missed payments, citing the
country’s worsening economic crisis following the
devastating explosion in Beirut earlier this month.
S&P Global Ratings maintained the “selective
default” or “SD” rating for Lebanon’s foreign
debt, after the country first defaulted in March,
but three more bonds were cut to “D” from “CC,”
the agency said.

“The recent catastrophic explosion in Beirut is
deepening the country’s economic crisis,” S&P
said in a statement. “A protracted political vacu-
um or weak new government could further delay
policy reforms, external aid and debt restructur-
ing negotiations.” The capital was ravaged by a
massive explosion at Beirut’s port on August 4
that killed 181 people and wounded thousands.
That was followed by protests against the gov-
ernment, leading the cabinet to resign.

Still reeling from the deadly blast, the country
also entered into a new coronavirus lockdown
Friday after a string of record daily infections tal-
lies. “Even before these recent events, Lebanon
had made limited progress in engaging creditors
on debt restructuring negotiations,” S&P said.

The IMF has been working with the govern-
ment to try to reach an agreement on a new aid
program that could undergird a debt restructur-
ing and unlock billions more in aid.

Lebanon’s government says it needs $20 billion
in external funding, which includes $11 billion
pledged by donors in 2018. However, this “remains
elusive as the key Lebanese political institutions
and players are unable to agree on the causes and
scope of the country’s crisis.”  “Without a strong
commitment to implement structural economic,
fiscal and monetary reforms, and absent a policy
anchor provided by an IMF program, we expect
restructuring negotiations will be drawn out
beyond 2020,” the agency said. —AFP
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LONDON: British government debt has exceeded
£2 trillion for the first time following massive state
borrowing as the coronavirus pandemic pushed
the UK economy into a record recession, official
data showed Friday. At the end of July, total accu-
mulated debt hit £2.004 trillion ($2.61 trillion, 2.2
trillion euros), the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) said in a statement.

That was equivalent to more than 100 percent
of the country’s annual gross domestic product, or
total economic output, for the first time since 1961.
By comparison, Apple this week became the first
US company to have a market valuation totaling $2
trillion (£1.5 trillion), boosted as it is seen as a key
winner in the new post-
coronavirus economy.

Compared with July
2019, UK debt increased
by £227.6 billion, reflect-
ing the huge increase in
borrowing needed to
tackle the pandemic.

‘Significant strain’ 
“This crisis has put the

public finances under sig-
nificant strain as we have
seen a hit to our economy and taken action to sup-
port millions of jobs, businesses and livelihoods,”
finance minister Rishi Sunak said.  “Without that
support things would have been far worse.”

Net borrowing between April and the end of
July is estimated to have hit £150.5 billion, the
ONS said. Last month’s figure alone came in at
£26.7 billion, as the UK emerged from a strict
lockdown imposed at the end of March to curb the
spread of the coronavirus.

“Today’s figures are a stark reminder that we
must return our public finances to a sustainable

footing over time, which will require taking diffi-
cult decisions,” said Sunak, whose official title is
Chancellor of the Exchequer.  “It is also why we
are taking action now to support the growth and
jobs which pay for our public service, by helping
businesses to reopen safely.”

Pound pummeled  
The pound fell by more than 1.0 percent against

the dollar on Friday as the EU and Britain traded
blame for the lack of progress after the latest
round of post-Brexit trade talks, with Brussels
warning that a deal looked unlikely. Sterling was
changing hands at $1.3074 in afternoon trade,

compared with $1.3214
late Thursday. 

The pound is being
punished “by Brexit talks
which seem to be going
nowhere,” said Neil
Wilson, analyst at
Markets.com. “The two
sides are sti l l  far from
reaching agreement on
key terms” of their post-
Brexit relationship.  

Retail recovery 
Separately, data showed that British retail sales

jumped by 3.6 percent in July from June as shops,
restaurants and pubs reopened. “Retail sales have
now regained all the ground lost during the height
of the coronavirus restrictions as more stores open
for trade and online sales remain at historically
high levels,” ONS statistician Jonathan Athow said. 

“While still below their pre-pandemic levels,
both fuel and clothing sales continued to recover.

“Meanwhile, food sales fell back from their
recent peaks as people started to venture back

into pubs and restaurants,” Athow said. Marks and
Spencer, the British food and clothes retailer,
announced this week that it was cutting 7,000
jobs as COVID-19 increasingly pushes customers
to shop online. 

The company joins the likes of UK department
store chains Debenhams and John Lewis, as well as
pharmacy group Boots, in cutting thousands of
jobs owing to pandemic fallout. Britain’s economy
shrank by one fifth in the second quarter, more
than any European neighbor, as the lockdown

plunged the country into its deepest recession on
record.  

Even though the UK economy is beginning to
rebound as the government eases strict confine-
ment measures-private sector output grew rapidly
in August according to data Friday  — analysts
expect a surge in unemployment by the end of the
year. In October, Sunak plans to end the govern-
ment’s furlough scheme that is paying up to 80
percent of wages for around 10 million workers
during the pandemic. —AFP
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World Bank warns 
extreme poverty 
could surge by 100m
WASHINGTON: The coronavirus pandemic may
have driven as many as 100 million people back into
extreme poverty, World Bank President David
Malpass warned.

The Washington-based development lender pre-
viously estimated that 60 million people would fall
into extreme poverty due to COVID-19, but the new
estimate puts the deterioration at 70 to 100 million,
and he said “that number could go higher” if the
pandemic worsens or drags on. The situation makes
it “imperative” that creditors reduce the amount of
debt held by poor countries at risk, going beyond
the commitment to suspend debt payments,
Malpass said in an interview with AFP.

Even so, more countries will be obliged to
restructure their debt. “The debt vulnerabilities are
high, and the imperative of getting light at the end
of the tunnel so that new investors can come in is
substantial,” Malpass said. Advanced economies in
the Group of 20 already have committed to sus-
pending debt payments from the poorest nations
through the end of the year, and there is growing
support for extending that moratorium into next
year amid a pandemic that’s killed nearly 800,000
people and sickened more than 25 million world-
wide. But Malpass said that will not be enough,
since the economic downturn means those coun-
tries, which already are struggling to provide a
safety net for their citizens, will not be in a better
position to deal with the payments.

Recession or depression? 
The amount of debt reduction needed will

depend on the situation in each country, he said, but

the policy “makes a lot of sense.” “So I think the
awareness of this will be gradually, more and more
apparent” especially “for the countries with the
highest vulnerability to the debt situation.”

The World Bank has committed to deploying
$160 billion in funding to 100 countries through
June 2021 in an effort to addresses the immediate
emergency, and about $21 billion had been released
through the end of June. But even so, extreme
poverty, defined as earning less than $1.90 a day,
continues to rise. Malpass said the deterioration is
due to a combination of the destruction of jobs dur-
ing the pandemic as well as supply issues that make
access to food more difficult. “All of this contributes
to pushing people back into extreme poverty the
longer the economic crisis persists.”

Newly-installed World Bank Chief Economist
Carmen Reinhart has called the economic crisis a
“pandemic depression,” but Malpass was less con-
cerned with terminology. 

“We can start calling it a depression. Our focus is
on how do we help countries be resilient in working
out on the other side.”

More debt transparency 
Malpass said he has been “frustrated” by the slow

progress among private creditors in providing com-
parable debt suspension terms for poor countries.
While the Institute for International Finance has set
up a framework to waive debt service payments, as
of mid-July member banks had not received any
applications. Having a clear view of the size of each
country’s debt and the collateral involved also are
key to being able to help the debtor nations,
Malpass said. China is a major creditor in many of
these countries, and the government has been “par-
ticipating in the transparency process,” but he said
more needs to be done to understand the terms of
loans in nations like Angola, where there are liens on
the country’s oil output. —AFP
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LONDON: British government debt has exceeded £2 trillion for the first time following massive state bor-
rowing as the coronavirus pandemic pushed the UK economy into a record recession, official data
showed Friday —AFP

MANILA: Men queue up to receive food aid in Manila after the Philippines economy plunged into
recession. —AFP

Eurozone economic 
recovery falters 
LONDON: The eurozone’s recovery from its deepest
economic downturn on record hit the brakes in
August, particularly in services, as pent-up demand
unleashed by the easing of coronavirus lockdowns
dwindled, a survey showed on Friday. To contain the
spread of the virus, which has infected over 22.5 mil-
lion people globally, governments imposed strict lock-
downs - forcing businesses to close and citizens to
stay home, bringing economic activity to a near halt.

After many of those restrictions were relaxed,
activity in the euro zone expanded in July at the
fastest pace since mid-2018. But as infection rates
have risen again in parts of the region, some earlier
curbs have been reinstated. So in data likely to con-
cern policymakers and diminish hopes for a V-shaped
recovery, IHS Markit’s flash Composite Purchasing
Managers’ Index sank to 51.6 from July’s final reading
of 54.9, below all forecasts in a Reuters poll that pre-
dicted no change.

“The fall back in the eurozone composite PMI in
August suggests the initial V-shaped rebound follow-
ing the lifting of the lockdowns is already fizzling
out,” said Jessica Hinds at Capital Economics. The
flow of incoming new business for firms slowed and
once again some of August’s activity was derived by
businesses completing backlogs of work.

Germany and France, the bloc’s two biggest
economies, also lost economic momentum this month,
driven by the services slowdown. Apart from those
economies, activity in the bloc decreased marginally
in August, IHS Markit said.

In Britain, outside the currency union and who
entered and exited lockdown later than its eurozone
neighbors, the recovery from the shock of the
COVID-19 pandemic quickened again in August.
British retail sales surged past pre-pandemic levels in
July, the first full month shops selling non-essential
goods were open since the country went into lock-
down in March, although economists fear the retail
recovery may not last.

However, snowballing job cuts sent an ominous
signal for the months ahead. Stock markets made
small advances on Friday following a huge rally that
has wiped out coronavirus losses.

Services stall
Growth in the euro zone’s dominant service sector

stalled, with that PMI plummeting to 50.1 from 54.7,
below all forecasts in the Reuters poll which predict-
ed a small dip to 54.5. With demand waning, the
bloc’s services firms cut headcount for a sixth month
and more sharply than in July. Economists noted the
employment components of the PMIs suggested
trouble in the job market. “Those numbers indicate
that the worst is yet to be seen in the euro area labor
market and clearly points to a gradual recovery path,”
noted Tuuli Koivu at Nordea Markets.

Factory activity - which didn’t suffer quite as

sharp a decline as the service industry during the
height of the pandemic - expanded for a second
month. An index measuring output, which feeds into
the composite PMI, rose to 55.7 from 55.3. However,
suggesting factory purchasing managers don’t expect
a big pick up in activity, they again bought fewer raw
materials than in the previous month.

European Union leaders agreed last month a 750
billion euro pandemic recovery fund but the relief
won’t kick in unti l  next year. For its part, the
European Central Bank is expected to keep monetary
policy ultra-loose for a long time. A full bounceback
from the euro zone’s deepest recession on record will
take two years or more, according to a recent
Reuters poll of economists. —Reuters
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Chile slaps record 
fine on Norwegian 
salmon producer
SANTIAGO: Chile’s environmental protection service said
Friday it had slapped a record $6.6 million fine on a
Norwegian salmon producer for the 2018 escape of
690,000 antibiotic-fed fish. The fine, handed to salmon
farming company Mowi, formerly known as Marina
Harvest, was the largest ever for an environmental offense
in the South American country. The charge of 5.3 billion
pesos ($6.6 million) was in response to the “irreparable
environmental damage produced by the mass escape of
salmon” from the Punta Redonda farm in Chile’s Los
Lagos region, around 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) south
of the capital Santiago. The service also handed the com-
pany an additional 2.7 million peso fine “for not having
adequate facilities to dispose of dead fish.” —AFP


